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accumulation that is very likely to cause soil water deficit in the immediate future
\[[@pone.0221543.ref045]\]. Moreover, at day 30 after transplant, two variable factors occurred in
the root system of vegetables in one of the treatments: in particular, OT treatment was associated
with a reduction in SS and plant growth than PLT treatment. The F7 (exponential) and F6 (logarithm)
linear growth models could predict this trend. Similar results were observed in previous trials \[[@po
ne.0221543.ref015],[@pone.0221543.ref017],[@pone.0221543.ref018],[@pone.0221543.ref046]\].
The exponential decrease in SS in the first three years confirmed the results obtained by Rau, Sandri
and Bozan \[[@pone.0221543.ref021]\]. In the OT group, the exponential growth rate was slower
compared to the PLT group. In fact, the OT group showed a faster decrease in SS than the PLT group
after day 15 ([Fig 2](#pone.0221543.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Despite the decline in the SS of OT
roots, vegetable growth was not significantly affected because of the higher availability of water
stored in the root ([Fig 2](#pone.0221543.g002){ref-type="fig"}). It seems reasonable to
hypothesize that the slight increase in SS of OT roots after day 15 could be related to the
accumulation
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Adam Prior (born May 20, 1981) is a retired American soccer player who played as a defender.
Career Youth and college Prior played three seasons of college soccer at Saint Louis University and

Washington University in St. Louis between 1999 and 2003 before transferring to play at the
University of Virginia between 2004 and 2006. Prior also played with the St. Louis Lions in the USL

Premier Development League from 2001 to 2004. Professional Prior was drafted in the third round of
the 2006 MLS Supplemental Draft by the New York Red Bulls. He was released by the Red Bulls at
the end of the 2006 season and later signed with the Florida Tropics of the USL First Division on

March 5, 2007. Prior saw limited time with the Tropics, but was the team's leading scorer after 11
matches, including 7 starts, and was 6d1f23a050
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